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• September 12 : The Causes of the Slow Growth Economy
• September 19: What’s Behind Financial Market Exuberance
• September 26: The Baby Boomer Dilemma: Investing in these
Unusual Circumstances

Background: Slow GDP growth due to debt service
and trade deficits yet financial market exuberance

A slow growth environment generally compromises
corporate cash flows and market prices
• This implies a lower stock price relative to earnings (P/E)
• Implies lower risky bond prices and higher interest rates as compensation
for the greater risk of a default
• Implies lower real estate prices relative to net rents
• Also, the government debt to income ratios should set off sovereign risk
pricing

So What Could be Supporting Asset Prices?

The Grand Scale of Central Bank Purchases of
Assets
• Started with the Bank of Japan and spread
• The Keynesian formula of extreme easy money and expansionary fiscal
policy applied in the extreme
• Recessionary fighting fiscal and monetary policy creates debt that stays
in place after the income stimulus is over
• The unspoken issue that tipped the scales became the interest carrying
costs. This motivated ultra low interest rates

Now taken to the previously unheard of
extreme – Negative interest rates
• How can you have a negative market interest rate?
• Buying pressure that pushes the bond’s market price higher than both
principal and all interest payments the buyer will receive over the life of
the bond – a certain losing position
• It is a basically a tax imposed on lenders for the benefit of borrowers
• This means the borrower is being paid to borrow!

Who else would subsidize the government
borrowing?
• Who would do that ….only lenders willing to transfer wealth to the
government borrower
• That would be central banks subsidizing the government or financial
institutions forced (by regulation) to subsidize the government borrower
• What does that do to the regulated financial institutions? –Drains their
net worth
• So this is a transfer or a tax from the private sector to the government

Once ultra low interest rates are set in motion by a
single large central bank it spreads to all central
banks because:
• Open globalism is not just open trade but also open
(unconstrained) capital flows
• So if rates in Japan become very low, domestic private capital will
seek a higher return in another foreign economy
• The shifting of capital to a higher yielding country must run
through the foreign exchange market which causes the currency
price in the country receiving the capital to rise

But that is a problem for the receiving country
• The capital inflow country now has a more expensive currency
• If that country wishes to prosper in foreign trade it then must take steps
to lower the price of its currency
• That central bank then also pursues bond buying to drive interest rates
down to a rate that no longer attracts foreign capital inflows
• Thus it forces all other central banks to conform to the lower rate –also
called Currency Wars

Reflection: Look what globalism has done
• Globalism and open capital markets has taken away the ability of
a central bank to run an independent monetary policy that suits
the country’s desire to control its own money conditions
• It has implications for foreign interest rates, the foreign exchange
rate, foreign trade and currency retaliation
• It tends to force all countries to the same interest rate

The process creates a new “money supply”
multiplier to all central banks
• That is, if one large central bank performs a large scale asset
purchase it forces all other trading partners to do the same
• This results in a large scale monetary expansion across the globe
• Thus central banks balance sheet expand with asset purchases all
financed with monetary issuance
• Taking a step back and looking at the total picture…the
government issues debt in large scale and central banks purchase
the debt with large scale money issuance

Total Assets of Major Central Banks
• Major Central banks + 300%
asset buys in 9 years
• All Central banks + 383% in 10
years
• Usual Fed buys had been 4%/
year

Note: What motivates this mega buying of
assets by central banks
• Over indebtedness that slows the economy’s growth
• Slow grow spurs spurs Keynesian expansionary monetary policy to
address a recession/slow growth environment
• Fiscal policy to address recessions mounts government debt
causing governments’ interest burden to be as budget cruncher
• Creates the need for ultra low interest rates to lighten the burden
of government finance Other countries need to offset the adverse
exchange rate impact on foreign trade (also called: Currency
Wars)

How central bank purchases of government
bonds elevates prices of ALL financial assets?
The Treasury bonds are purchased (with new money issuance) from
PRIVATE INVESTORS (NOT FROM THE GOVERNMENT) at a price the holder
“could not refuse”
Now with liquidity in hand, said private investors search All SUBSTITUTE
ASSETS of all types in all currencies
The liquidity spreads out and engulfs all assets and prices rise relative to
income production in a slow growth economy
Note: if the central bank purchased US government bonds from the
government, the outcome would be different: The inflation would be in
goods markets not in financial markets

Goods Inflation vs. Asset Inflation
• If the central bank purchased government bonds at the time of
issuance from the government and the funds were then spent in
goods markets, the result would be inflation for goods.
• This makes for the classic understanding that central bank
expansions create inflation for goods
• But in this case inflation in financials only spreads to goods if
there is a wealth effect to spending

Asset Buying No Longer Restricted to Bonds

Globalism’s affect on asset pricing
• Global trade has been adverse for the US
• There have been continuous current account deficits since the l980s
• The US losses in goods and services in turn give rise to earned claims by
foreign exporters in US dollars
• THEY RUN LARGE CURRENT ACCOUNT SURPLUSES THAT PROVIDES THE
SAVINGS FOR INVESTMENTS ABROAD

Combination of East Asian and European Saving
“Glut” is running at $1.25 Trillion/year of financial
purchasing power looking for a home
• Asia’s Dollar Saving “Glut”
$700 B
• European Surplus Economies
Saving
• $525B
• US Domestic Consumer Saving
• $700 B

Asia’s dollar surplus alone
• “The combined savings of China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and the
two city-states of Hong Kong and Singapore is about 40 percent of
their collective GDP, a 35-year high. No other region of the world
currently contributes more to the global glut in savings that has
brought interest rates around the world down to record lows.
Asia’s current account surplus has increased significantly in the
past two years and is now about as large, relative to the GDP of
its trading partners, as it was prior to the global financial crisis.”

Perspective on annual purchases of US assets
• Clearly the winners of foreign trade are contributing more into the
pool of asset purchases than US savers and it shows in the US net
asset holding position
• Foreigners own more US financial assets than US parties own of
foreign assets. The difference is ($10 Trillion) or equal to 50% of
US annual GDP. Each year as US investments pay interest,
dividends and net rents these amounts accrue to foreign owners
and its unlikely they will be then spent toward US GDP

The Impact on the US Net Interest in Foreign
Assets

In addition, there are multiple effects simply
from a lower interest rate environment
• In finance, the interest rate denoted r is important to the
valuation of an asset. The interest rate is the means to value
cash payments due at different future times, to the present
• The value of a future payment is worth less in a high rate
environment and it is worth more today in a low rate
environment
• Thus P/Es should be higher in low interest rate environments

Low interest rates promote more leverage
• It induces more merger and acquisition activity
financed with cheaper debt
• In turn, there are fewer publically traded stocks
which serves to make them scarce and more
highly priced

Not just more demand but less supply of stocks –
Half in number over the last 2 decades

Lower interest rates induce firms to borrow
more and buy back their own equity

• Share repurchases raise earnings per
share but not total earnings simply as a
result of having fewer shares to split up
the earnings

Buy backs were rampant but are now waning

Lastly, Margin Debt and the Stock Index
•

In Summary: Cheap Credit Effect on Stocks
• Lower r raises the value of income delivered in the far off future
• Entices firms to add to leverage that increases the allocation of
revenues to stockholders
• Finances share buy-backs to increase earning per share (less in
total)
• Finances going private and there are fewer listed companies
• Finances M &A and going private
• Finances an investors’ margin account to purchase stock with
borrowed money

